DIVINITY ENGAGED CUSTOM TALISMAN TERMS
Thank you for choosing to work with me to co-create your bespoke talisman. It doesn’t get
any more “custom” than this!
HOW IT WORKS: this is a unique process, as far as custom jewelry goes. After you share
your 1 to 3 intentions with me (Please keep your intentions short. See suggestions below.)
during our consultation and following completion of payment, I begin work researching and
sourcing stones. For each intention, I choose three to five stones. I then check in with your
spirit guide team intuitively to discover which of these stones they say is most closely
aligned with you.
Some suggestions on language for your intentions:
*I am magical

*I manifest my desires

*healing

*I create light

*compassion

*strength

* I am healed

*courage

*grounding/I am grounded

There are a number of factors that determine which stones I am able to use: 1) availability
of said stone in the cut and size needed for the piece 2) price of stone 3) the input of your
guide team.
Your talisman will be unique. It will resemble other custom talismans, but I design your
piece based on which stones are easily available. Your piece may or may not have dangling
bead accents and/or accent stones. Beads and the central stone may vary in size and shape.
The appearance of your talisman will depend on the shape and size of the central stone.
This piece is created primarily for subtle energetic crystal support. The stones utilized may
be different from your “favorite” colors, or colors you typically dress in, have in jewelry,
have for your sorority colors, etc. This is energetic support and it might not look like your
favorite everyday piece. Allowing for this makes for a more potent talisman. Two requests
for stone changes by the client are accepted. These must be submitted before stones have
been purchased by me.
NO REFUNDS. The very nature of custom work, and this type of piece in particular, means it
is created for you and you only. Therefore, please be certain I am the artist for you. This
means that you have familiarized yourself with the style of the other talismans and are
100% sure that you want the piece, and that you are comfortable with me and how I work.
Please allow up to 3 weeks turnaround for custom pieces. If it will be longer than three
weeks, I will contact you to let you know. Your talisman will be energetically cleansed on a
bed of salt and will arrive in its own drawstring bag, ready to be dedicated to your
intentions!
PRICE AND SHIPPING: Large talismans $197. Small talismans $147. Insurance included.
Sales tax not included. US shipping $7.20 Priority Mail. International shipping can be as high
as $30. Not responsible for additional international fees/customs.
Thank you again and I’m honored to be able to co-create with you!
Sara

